Diseases associated with specific exposures may have little or no observable background rate in the absence of the exposure. Examples include mesothelioma (environmental asbestos), aplastic anemia (benzene), bronchiolitis obliterans (artificial butter flavorings), Reye's syndrome (aspirin in children), and angiosarcoma of the liver (vinyl chloride).
Attributable cases only

Attributable cases only, analyzed with fixed intercept
With added nonattributable cases
4.
With added nonattributable cases analyzed with intercept fixed at known baseline risk (number of baseline cases/person-years of observation).
With the standard model, the excess rate ratio coefficient, β, varied widely across 1000 populations: mean = 13.4 (SD = 94.5) and range = 0.1-2834; with constrained intercept, the mean = 5.9 (0.76); range = 3.7-8.8. The mean of log(excess rate ratio coefficient) was 1.54 (SD =1.3) versus 1.77 (0.13) with fixed intercept (Table) . The mean excess rate coefficient, exp(α)] × β, nominally 0.00006 in the simulation, was close to nominal with fixed intercepts (0.00005981), but biased downward in standard models (0.00005095) by 15%. The meansquared deviation of the excess rate coefficient was substantially smaller with fixed intercepts (0.59 × 10 −10 ) versus standard model (1.62 × 10 −10 ), a 63% reduction.
In 100 simulated populations, each with 100 iterations of added baseline cases, estimates of excess rate ratio coefficient were much less variable than with standard models, especially with intercept fixed at the known baseline risk. The mean excess rate coefficient was now close to nominal with or without the fixed intercept (0.00005964 and 0.00006009, respectively). When the average squared deviation of the estimated excess rate coefficient was calculated within each set of 100 baseline iterations, the mean of those averages across the 100 simulated populations with intercepts fixed (0.45 × 10 −10 ), was comparable to that without baseline enhancements but with fixed intercepts (0.59 × 10 −10 ).
Simulations with small populations (n = 50) demonstrated greater bias (Table) . The excess rate coefficient bias was 15% and 32% in the populations with 500 and 50 subjects, respectively. The two treatments for vanishing baseline yield equivalent results demonstrating that simply fixing the intercept is entirely adequate. a Based on 100 iterations of study population each analyzed with 100 random baselines; average for each study population across the set of its 100 random baselines.
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